
Plants Make
The Perfect Gifts

eplants.in



Give new employees a
warm welcome, express
appreciation to valued
clients and partners, or
recognize the team’s

hard work with a gift that
keeps on growing!

1

Pick your plant.

2

Write out a
meaningful message.

3

We will pack it beautifully 
and deliver it anywhere. 

Across India.
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BEAUTIFULLY GROWN. READY TO GIFT!

The plants we ship are mature, beautifully grown 
making them ready-to-display right out of the 
box.

We have handpicked about 200 varieties of hardy 
flowering and foliage plants you can choose from

Scientifically created potting soil to support the 
plant for a year or more

All plants are shipped in black nursery pots as 
shown. Smarter, designer pots can be provided - 
at a small additional cost



ADD CUSTOM MESSAGES, OR BRANDED 
COLLATERAL AS INSERTS

Personalized messaging is available on all orders. 
Simply include the gift message in the address 
form available on the eplants.in website, and we 
will slip it as a note inside each box, or even add 
them as a personalised custom message on the 
box itself.

Additional literature or collateral can also be 
added to the packing case, as you may choose.
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A PROPRIETARY SHIPPING SYSTEM

All plants are shipped in our proprietary 
esafeTM shipping system that’s designed not 
just to ensure that the plants we ship arrive at 
their destination in the best possible way, but 
to also give recipients a totally unique 
unboxing experience while welcoming a living 
plant into their life.



EASY TO CARE. BEAUTIFUL TO GROW.

Hardy, easy to care. At eplants we make it worthwhile.

18” Anthurium Plants. In 9 colours 16” Zamioculcas

A darling of the Instagram 
generation, Zz Plants are revered 
for their ability to purify indoor 
air in homes and offices.

22” Spathyphyllum Giant

Beautiful glossy leaves and 
long lasting white flowers add 
beauty to indoor spaces in 
offices or at home.

Celebrated for their glossy, bird-like flowers, Anthuriums are extremely easy 
to grow and care for. And they do well in just about every part of India.



14” Monstera Peru

Bring the tropics home with a 
Monstera Peru. And like most 
Aroids, a genus they belong to, 
these plants are great for indoor air.

15” Calathea Beautiful Star

Style and substance, that is the 
Calathea. They are blessed with 
stunning good looks and are 
also effective indoor air purifiers.

AIR PURIFYING PLANTS FOR HOMES AND OFFICES

Pictures of plants shown in this catalog are the actual plants we ship. All plants will be delivered in generic black nursery pots. Do reach out to us for pot customization options.

17” Sansevieria Moonshine

A NASA study on the effects of plants in indoor settings showed that they 
are effective natural air purifiers. The experiment specifically pointed to 
species like Sansevieria and their ability to remove toxins from indoor air.



17” Manjula Pothos

Feng Shui practitioners believe the heart leaves of pothos brings in 
wealth and good fortune. They are considered good to gift plants 
in many parts of the world..

HEALTH. WEALTH & HAPPINESS PLANTS.

13” Ficus Bonsai

The Japanese believed that 
a bonsai can bring good 
luck and long life. Gifting a 
hardy and easy to care 
Ficus Bonsai can be a 
meaningful gesture in more 
ways than one.



SMALL FORM PLANTS FOR OFFICE DESKS

8” Succulent Variegated Crassula
Ovata (Jade Plant)

8” Succulent Crassula Ovata 
(Jade Plant)

Jade Plant is a popular good 
luck charm in Asia thought to 
activate financial energies.

Flowering Jade Plant reflects 
well on the owner and 
symbolizes great friendship, luck 
and prosperity.

6” Moon Cactus – Grafted Pink

Hibotan cacti, or Moon 
cactus are natives of 
Argentina. They are 
grafted on to fully green 
stalks to become beautiful 
table-top showpieces.

Succulents are among the hardiest, most easy to care plants. They 
are unfussy and incredibly resilient. Crassula Ovata, or more 
commonly, Jade Plant. Perfect for desktops and narrow window sills.



Just add water and start growing!

Each HerbitatTM  kit 
comes complete with a set of seeds and 
soil-free growing media, so you can get 
growing herbs in under a minute.

Soil-free coir nettled bags make for
the perfect growing media

These easy to use mini coir 
growing coins are the perfect 
way for new gardeners to try 
their hand at growing herbs in 
their homes. Grow coins are 
included with HerbitatTM mini 
green house kits.

HERBITATTM DESKTOP HERB GROWING KIT

As seen on SharkTank

Give employees and partners
the experience of growing

their own herbs.

HerbitatTM is an all in one mini desktop green house kit. Made of a dark 
molded plastic base and a transparent acrylic dome, these kits mimic the 

conditions of a green house, and help grow herbs indoors.



Thank You!eplants.in

TALK TO US:

74117 22637

18002580102

care@eplants.in




